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1. Introduction
In [1], Bass introduced the notion called the Bass stable rank which is very useful in studying the
algebraic K-theory of a ring. The topological stable rank for Banach algebras was defined in [14] as a
non-commutative analogue of the covering dimension for compact spaces that was modeled on the
Bass stable rank of rings. In the same seminal paper, Rieffel was prompted to define two other stable
ranks: the connected stable rank and the general stable rank. These three stable ranks have been
very useful in studying the topological K-theory and some spectral or structure properties of Banach
algebras.
For a long time, more attention have been paid to the Bass and the topological stable rank than
the other two. In [12], Nica systematically studied the connected and the general stable rank together,
which are collectively referred to as homotopical stable ranks due to their distinctive feature of being
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homotopy invariants, versus the Bass and the topological stable rank. We will spread our discussions
along this way. From now on, when speak of stable rank roughly we mean any one of the above four
stable ranks. In [5], Davidson and the first author computed the right (resp. left) topological stable
rank for all nest algebras. In addition, they also obtained a complete characterization of the general
stable rank for all nest algebras (see Lemma 2.8 and Remark 2.9). What about the other two notions
of stable ranks? As we know, the Bass stable rank of a nest algebra is closely related to the strong
stabilization problem for linear time-varying systems in control theory [10]. And it will be showed
later that whether the connected stable rank of the standard nest algebra is one can be connected to
an equivalent problem in nest algebras, the question of the connectedness of the group of invertible
elements of a nest algebra. Therefore, it would be of interest to consider the Bass and the connected
stable ranks of nest algebras.
In this paper, we estimate the stable ranks of a Banach algebra in terms of the stable ranks of its
quotient algebra and ideal under the the assumption that the quotient map splits. As an application,
several results about the Bass and the connected stable ranks of nest algebras are obtained. Hence this
papermay shed some light on the Bass and the connected stable ranks of nest algebras. The arguments
are for the most along the lines indicated by Davidson and the first author [5].
For the convenience of the reader, we recall some standard definitions and useful facts about stable
ranks and nest algebras.
By a Banach algebraAwemean a complex Banach algebrawith unit unless the contrary is indicated.
When speak of ideals, we mean closed two-sided ideals. A morphism is always supposed to be unital
and continuous. For a morphism ϕ : A→ B, we may unambiguously denote by ϕ the natural maps
which are induced by ϕ(e.g. An → Bn,Mn(A) → Mn(B)). We denote by Lgn(A) (resp. Rgn(A)) the
set of n-tuples of elements of Awhich generate A as a left ideal (resp. as a right ideal). That is,
Lgn(A) =
⎧⎨
⎩(a1, . . . , an) ∈ An : ∃(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ An with
n∑
i=1
biai = 1
⎫⎬
⎭ .
The elements of Lgn(A) are called left unimodular. For typographical reasons, we will consider
them as columns but write them as rows. Let GLn(A) be the group of all invertible elements ofMn(A),
and GL0n(A) be the connected component in GLn(A) which contains the identity. When n = 1, we
sometimes replace GL1(A), GL
0
1(A) by GL(A), GL
0(A) respectively for convenience.
Definition 1.1. Let Abe a Banach algebra. Then
(1) the Bass stable rank of A is the least positive integer n such that for each (ai) ∈ Lgn+1(A), there
exists (bi) ∈ An for which (ai + bian+1) ∈ Lgn(A);
(2) the left topological stable rank ofA is the least positive integer n such that Lgn(A) is dense inA
n;
(3) the connected stable rank of A is the least positive integer n such that for all m  n, GL0m(A)
acts transitively on Lgm(A), i.e., α : GL0m(A) → Lgm(A) via T → Te1 is onto, where e1 =
(1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Lgm(A);
(4) the general stable rank of A is the least positive integer n such that for all m  n, GLm(A)
acts transitively on Lgm(A), i.e., α : GLm(A) → Lgm(A) via T → Te1 is onto, where e1 =
(1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Lgm(A).
The above stable ranks of A are denoted by bsr(A), ltsr(A), csr(A), and gsr(A) respectively. The
generic sr(A) stands for any one of these.
Remark 1.2.
(a) If A is not unital, then sr(A) is defined to be that of its unitization A˜ . Note that the original
definition of the Bass stable rank of a ring without a unit looks different from that given above.
But for a Banach algebra, they actually coincide [18, Lemma 2].
(b) We set sr(A) = ∞ whenever there is no positive integer n satisfying the required stable rank
condition.
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(c) Definition 1.1 actually describes the left stable ranks. We can also define the right counterpart
for each left one with respect to Rgn(A). For general Banach algebras, Vaserstein [20] proved
that their left and right Bass stable ranks are the same, so also are the left and right, connected
and general stable ranks [3]. However, the left and right topological stable ranks of a Banach
algebra may not agree [6]. When the right topological stable rank of A, denoted by rtsr(A) is the
same to ltsr(A), we refer to the common value simply as the topological stable rank of A, and
write it as tsr(A).
(d) The following inequalities hold and they can be strict (see [14]),
gsr(A)  csr(A)  bsr(A) + 1  min{ltsr(A), rtsr(A)} + 1.
(e) For C∗-algebras, it was showed that the topological and the Bass stable rank coincide byHerman
and Vaserstein [11].
(f) Note that GL1(A) acts transitively on Lg1(A) is just the condition that all left invertible elements
of A are invertible. So for a Banach algebra, ltsr(A) = 1 ⇐⇒ rtsr(A) = 1 ⇐⇒ tsr(A) =
1 
⇒ bsr(A) = 1 
⇒ gsr(A) = 1 (see [14], [21, Theorem 2.6] or [12, Proposition 3.5]). And if
we assume that GL(A) is connected (in the norm topology), then bsr(A) = 1 
⇒ csr(A) = 1.
LetH be a complex separable Hilbert space. A nestN onH is a chain (with respect to inclusion) of
closed subspaces of H such that {0} and H lies in N , and N is closed under the operations of taking
arbitrary intersections and closed linear spans of its elements . The nest algebra T (N ) is the algebra
of all operators T ∈ B(H) which leave each element N ∈ N invariant. An interval of N is a subspace
N  M for elements M < N in N . An atom is a minimal interval. If there are no atoms, N is called
a continuous nest. We call a nest of the form N = {Nk,H : k ≥ 0} with Nk−1 < Nk and atoms
Ek = Nk  Nk−1 for k ∈ N be of order type ω. Let Δ be the expectation Δ(A) = ∑k1 PEkAPEk of
T (N ) onto the diagonal D(N ) = ⊕k1B(Ek) which is a von Neumann algebra, where A belongs to
T (N ), PEk is the (orthonormal) projection onto Ek .
Two very important examples of nest algebras are the followings. Let Pn be an increasing sequence
of n dimensional subspaces such that their union is dense in H. Then P = {Pn, 0  n  ∞} is a
complete nest, where P∞ = H. T (P) consists of all operators which have a upper triangular matrix
representationwith respect toP . As it is unique up to an dimension preserving order isomorphism,we
will call it the standard nest. The other one is known as the Cantor nestQwhich is on 2(Q)with basis
{eq : q ∈ Q} consisting of the subspaces Nr = span{eq : q ≤ r} for r ∈ R and N−r = span{eq : q < r}
for r ∈ Q together with {0} and H. This has a dense set of one-dimensional atoms. The reader is
referred to the book by Davidson [4] for details and more background.
2. Stable ranks of split extensions
In this section,wewill give someresults about the relationshipbetween thestable ranksof the terms
in a split exact sequence. Given a short exact sequence 0 → J→ A→ A/J→ 0, it is interesting to
relate the stable ranks ofAto those ofJandA/J. The naive hopemay be sr(A) = max{sr(J), sr(A/J)},
it is not always true for each stable rank under consideration. We refer the reader to [14] and [12]
for concrete counterexamples. Fortunately, we can get just what we want for the homotopical stable
ranks under the assumption that the quotient map splits.
Definition 2.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, J be an ideal of A, and π be the quotient map of A onto
A/J. Then if there exists a morphism σ : A/J → A such that π ◦ σ= idA/J , we say that π is split
or the short exact sequence 0 → J → A → A/J → 0 is split. Further, β = σ ◦ π is an endo-
morphism of A onto a subalgebra B isomorphic to the quotient with kernel J and the unit 1 of A
belongs toB.
First we have the following simple but useful lemma.
Lemma 2.2. LetAbe a Banach algebra, and let Jan ideal ofA such that the quotient mapπ ofAontoA/J
is split. Then for each positive integer n, the following hold
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(1) π(GLn(A)) = GLn(A/J);π(GL0n(A)) = GL0n(A/J).
(2) π(Lgn(A)) = Lgn(A/J);π(Rgn(A)) = Rgn(A/J).
(3) GLn(A) ∩ Mn(J˜ ) = GLn(J˜ ); GL0n(A) ∩ Mn(J˜ ) = GL0n(J˜ ).
(4) Lgn(A) ∩ (J˜ )n = Lgn(J˜ ); Rgn(A) ∩ (J˜ )n = Rgn(J˜ ).
Proof. (1), (2) can be deduced directly from that the short exact sequence is split. For (3), we only
provide a sketch. It is a routine to check that GLn(A) ∩ Mn(J˜ ) = GLn(J˜ ). Clearly GL0n(J˜ ) ⊆ GL0n(A) ∩
Mn(J˜ ) for each positive integer n. On the other side, for T in GL
0
n(A) ∩ Mn(J˜ ), since GL(Mn(C))
is connected, we may assume that β(T) = 1, and we can find a path F(t) from T to 1 in GLn(A).
Moreover, it is easily to see β(F−1(t)) is a path from β(T−1) = 1 to 1. Now let G(t) = β(F−1(t))F(t),
then it is also a path from T to 1 in GLn(A). Note that β(G(t)) = 1, 0  t  1, thus G(t) is a path from
T to 1 in GLn(A)∩Mn(J˜ ) consequently in GLn(J˜ ). Finally for (4), the right version can be found in the
proof of [5, Theorem 3.1] , surely the left version can be established in the similar way. 
We now state and prove the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let J an ideal of A such that the quotient map π of A onto
A/J is split. Then
(1) max{bsr(A/J), bsr(J)}  bsr(A)  max{bsr(A/J), gsr(A/J), bsr(J)}.
(2) max{ltsr(A/J), ltsr(J)}  ltsr(A)  max{ltsr(A/J), gsr(A/J), ltsr(J)};
max{rtsr(A/J), rtsr(J)}  rtsr(A)  max{rtsr(A/J), gsr(A/J), rtsr(J)}.
(3) csr(A) = max{csr(A/J), csr(J)}.
(4) gsr(A) = max{gsr(A/J), gsr(J)}.
Proof. For (1), by [19, Theorem2.3], the inequality bsr(A)  max{bsr(A/J), bsr(J)} is always true for
any ideal J. Our method for the other inequality is modelled after Vaserstein’s original technique [20,
Theorem 4]. Let n = max{bsr(A/J), gsr(A/J), bsr(J)}, it suffices to consider the case that n is finite.
Let (b1, b2, . . . , bn, bn+1) ∈ Lgn+1(A), so (bi′) = (π(bi)) ∈ Lgn+1(A/J). Since bsr(A/J)  n,
then there exists (vi
′) ∈ (A/J)n such that (bi′ + vi′b′n+1) ∈ Lgn(A/J). As gsr(A/J)  n, there is
S = [sij] ∈ GLn(A/J), satisfying S(bi′ + vi′b′n+1) = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Lgn(A/J). By part (1) of Lemma
2.2, we can find a T , in GLn(A) such that π(T) = S. Since π is split, we can find a morphism σ :
A/J→ A such that π ◦ σ= idA/J . Let (vi) = (σ (vi′)). Then T(bi + vibn+1) = (1 + c1, c2, . . . , cn),
where ci ∈ J, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then
⎛
⎝ T 0
0 1
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ 1n v
0 1
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ bˆ
bn+1
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 + c1
c2
...
cn
bn+1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
where bˆ = (b1, b2, . . . , bn). Let c = (1+ c1, c2, . . . , cn, bn+1) ∈ Lgn+1(A), so choose a (d1, d2, . . . ,
dn, dn+1) ∈ Rgn+1(A) such that d1(1+ c1)+ d2c2 + . . .+ dncn + dn+1bn+1 = 1. Now if wemultiply
on the left by−c1, we obtain−c1d1(1+ c1)+∑ni=2(−c1di)ci + (−c1dn+1)bn+1 = −c1 − 1+ 1, and
so (1−c1d1)(1+c1)+∑ni=2(−c1di)ci+(−c1dn+1)bn+1 = 1. Set f = (−c1dn+1)bn+1, then it follows
that (1 + c1, c2, . . . , cn, f ) ∈ Lgn+1(J˜ ) . Since bsr(J)  n, there is a (gi) ∈ (J˜ )n so that ((1 + c1) +
g1f , c2 + g2f , . . . , cn + gnf ) is in Lgn(J˜ ) hence naturally in Lgn(A). Let h = (hi) = (−gic1dn+1) ∈ An.
Then ((1+c1)+h1bn+1, c2+h2bn+1, . . . , cn+hnbn+1) ∈ Lgn(A), so T(bˆ+vbn+1)+hbn+1 ∈ Lgn(A),
that is, (bˆ+ vbn+1)+ (T−1h)bn+1 ∈ Lgn(A) and then bˆ+ (v+ T−1h)bn+1 ∈ Lgn(A). This shows that
bsr(A)  n.
We next consider (2), in [5, Theorem 3.1], it is showed that max{rtsr(A/J), rtsr(J)}  rtsr(A) and
rtsr(A)  max{rtsr(A/J), rtsr(J)} in the case thatA/J is completely finite which is just the property
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that the general stable rank of A/J is equal to 1. Furthermore, we can easily deduce that rtsr(A) 
max{rtsr(A/J), gsr(A/J), rtsr(J)} from the proof of [5, Theorem 3.1]. Thus, by combining them to-
gether, we can conclude thatmax{rtsr(A/J), rtsr(J)}  rtsr(A)max{rtsr(A/J), gsr(A/J), rtsr(J)}.
Therefore, (2) is essentially contained in [5]. Similarly, we can also obtain the left version.
Next we address (3). Let n be a positive integer. Suppose GL0n(A) acts transitively on Lgn(A). Wewill
show that GL0n(A/J) acts transitively on Lgn(A/J) and GL
0
n(J˜ ) acts transitively on Lgn(J˜ ).
Let (ai
′) ∈ Lgn(A/J), according to part (2) of Lemma 2.2, we can lift (ai′) to (ai) ∈ Lgn(A). Since
GL0n(A) acts transitively on Lgn(A), we can find a T = [tij] ∈ GL0n(A) such that T(ai) = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Then let π(T) = [π(tij)], it is easy to see that π(T) ∈ GL0n(A/J), hence π(T)(ai′) = (1, 0, . . . , 0). It
is done.
Let (λi + ji) ∈ Lgn(J˜ ), and it is easy to see that at least one λi = 0. So there exists T1 in
GL0n(J˜ ) such that T1(λ1 + j1, λ2 + j2, . . . , λn + jn) = (1 + j˜1, j˜2, . . . , j˜n), where j˜i ∈ J, for i =
1, 2, . . . , n. Since (1 + j˜1, j˜2, . . . , j˜n) ∈ Lgn(J˜ ) ⊂ Lgn(A), we can find T2 ∈ GL0n(A) such that
T2(1 + j˜1, j˜2, . . . , j˜n) = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Let S = [sij] = T2−1,W = [β(sij)] = [wij]. Now we have
WT2(1 + j˜1, j˜2, . . . , j˜n) = W(1, 0, . . . , 0) = (w11,w21, . . . ,wn1). Moreover, W ∈ GL0n(A) and WT2
is of the form [δij + rij], where δij is Kronecker delta function and rij ∈ J, for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
By part (3) of Lemma 2.2, we have WT2 ∈ GL0n(J˜ ). Using the fact that β(A) ∩ J˜ = C1, we get
w11 = 1,wj1 = 0, j = 2, . . . , n. Set T = WT2T1. Thus, T ∈ GL0n(J˜ ) and T(λi + ji) = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
Therefore we get csr(A)  max{csr(A/J), csr(J)}.
To get the reverse inequality, we will follow the lines indicated in [12, Theorem 12.5] except some
slight changes.
Let n be a fixed positive integer. Suppose GL0n(A/J) acts transitively on Lgn(A/J) and GL
0
n(J˜ )
acts transitively on Lgn(J˜ ), then we can conclude that GL
0
n(A) acts transitively on Lgn(A). Let a =
(ai) ∈ Lgn(A). We have π(a) = (π(ai)) ∈ Lgn(A/J), so we can find T ′ in GL0n(A/J) such that
T ′π(a) = (1, 0, . . . , 0). By part (1) of Lemma 2.2, there exists a T which is a lift of T ′ in GL0n(A) such
that Ta = (1 + j1, j2, . . . , jn), where ji ∈ J, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It follows that (1 + j1, j2, . . . , jn) in
Lgn(A)∩ (J˜ )n, that is, Lgn(J˜ ) by part (4) of Lemma 2.2. Since GL0n(J˜ ) acts transitively on Lgn(J˜ ), there
is R ∈ GL0n(J˜ ) ⊂ GL0n(A) such that R(1 + j1, j2, . . . , jn) = (1, 0, . . . , 0). Therefore, RT does the job.
Finally for the equality gsr(A) = max{gsr(A/J), gsr(J)}, the proof is almost the same as part (3)
except replacing GL0n(A), GL
0
n(A/J), GL
0
n(J˜ ) by GLn(A), GLn(A/J), GLn(J˜ ) respectively. 
Remark 2.4
(1) In fact, if for each positive integer n, an ideal J of A satisfies the full property Lgn(A) ∩ (J˜ )n =
Lgn(J˜ ), then we have csr(A)  max{csr(A/J), csr(J)}. Particularly, by [12, Lemma 12.1], [5,
Theorem 3.1], both an ideal with a bounded approximate identity and a split ideal have the full
property for each positive integer n.
(2) In addition, if gsr(A/J) = 1, then we have bsr(A) = max{bsr(A/J), bsr(J)}, ltsr(A) =
max{ltsr(A/J), ltsr(J)}; rtsr(A) = max{rtsr(A/J), rtsr(J)}. If bsr(A/J) = 1, it is well known
that gsr(A/J) = 1, so bsr(A) = bsr(J); if tsr(A/J) = 1 we can deduce that gsr(A/J) = 1,
then ltsr(A) = ltsr(J), rtsr(A) = rtsr(J). The above observations are shown to be useful. As a
consequence, we can get a simplification of a result of Sakamoto [16].
Corollary 2.5. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and Aa non-unital C∗-algebra. We denote, by
C0(X) ⊗ A, all the A-valued continuous functions vanishing at infinity on X. Then
(1) If tsr(C0(X)) = 1, then tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A) = tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A˜ );
(2) If tsr(C0(X)) = 2, tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A)  2, then tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A) = tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A˜ ).
Proof. Weshallproveonly thecase thatX isnon-compact. LetqA be thenaturalquotientmapa+λ1 →
λ ∈ C ∼= A˜/A, where a + λ1 ∈ A˜ . We consider the following split exact sequence of C∗-algebras:
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0 → C0(X)⊗A→ (C0(X)⊗A˜ )˜ π−→ C(X∪{∞}) → 0,whereπ(F)(x) = qA(F(x)), F ∈ (C0(X)⊗A˜ )˜
and x ∈ X ∪ {∞}.
If tsr(C0(X)) = 1, so tsr(C(X ∪ {∞})) = 1, then tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A) = tsr((C0(X) ⊗ A˜ )˜ ) =
tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A˜ ) follows from the above remark.
When tsr(C0(X)) = 2 and tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A)  2, we have tsr(C(X ∪ {∞})) = 2, then the covering
dimension of X ∪ {∞} is at most 3 which follows from [14, Proposition 1.7]. By [12, proposition 5.7],
gsr(C(X ∪ {∞})) must be 1. Since tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A)  2, using the remark above again, we have
tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A) = tsr((C0(X) ⊗ A˜ )˜ ) = tsr(C0(X) ⊗ A˜ ). 
We should mention the following closely related result which is due to Elhage Hassan
[9, Theorem 1.6].
Proposition 2.6. LetAbe a Banach algebra, and let Jan ideal ofA such that the quotient mapπ ofAonto
A/J is split. If tsr(J) = 1 or tsr(A/J) = 1, then ltsr(A) = max{ltsr(A/J), ltsr(J)}.
Nevertheless, there is one question which seems worthy of investigation. A positive answer would
be pleasing, butwe don’t know the answer. Part (2) of Theorem2.3 and Proposition 2.6 shed some light
on the question from different directions. For other related results, the reader can consult to [2,17].
Question 2.7. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let J an ideal of A such that the quotient map π of A
onto A/J is split. Then is it always true that ltsr(A) = max{ltsr(A/J), ltsr(J)}?
Wewill need the following result of Davidson and Ji [5] at a number of points andwe record it here
for ease of reference.
Lemma 2.8. Let N be a nest on a separable Hilbert space. Then
(1) gsr(T (N )) = 1 if N is countable nest which has only finite rank atoms;
(2) gsr(T (N )) = 2 ifN is uncountable, and every atom ofN is finite dimensional and every non-empty
interval of N contains an atom;
(3) gsr(T (N )) = ∞ otherwise.
Remark 2.9. In fact, in the above lemma, (1) is actually [5, Theorem 2.8] since “complete finiteness"
is precisely the property that the general stable rank is 1. When N is uncountable, and every atom
of N is finite dimensional and every non-empty interval of N contains an atom, by [5, Theorem
2.8], gsr(T (N )) > 1, then by [5, Theorem 2.9], we can obtain that gsr(T (N ))  2, this shows (2).
Otherwise N has an infinite rank atom E or a interval E which contains no atoms, then there is a
quotient of T (N ) onto T (E∩N ) and thismap evidently splits. Applying Part (4) of Theorem 2.3 shows
that gsr(T (N ))  gsr(T (E ∩N )). Observe that T (E ∩N ) is either B(E) or a continuous nest algebra.
In each case, gsr(T (E ∩ N )) = ∞ [5, the last paragraph of Page 654 and the last paragraph of Page
657], and so is gsr(T (N )). We also have an alternative approach. When E is an infinite rank atom, it
is well known that K0(B(E)) = 0; when E contains no atoms, that is, T (E ∩ N ) is a continuous nest
algebra, by a result of Pitts [4, Corollary 19.23], K0(T (E ∩ N )) = 0. In each case, use [12, Proposition
3.10], we can also obtain that gsr(T (N ))  gsr(T (E ∩ N )) = ∞. That is (3).
3. Stable ranks of nest algebras
We will apply Theorem 2.3 to getting some results about the Bass and the connected stable ranks
of nest algebras. Perhaps the first attack to the Bass stable rank of nest algebras is due to Feintuch [10].
In his investigation of the strong stabilization problem for linear continuous time time-varying sys-
tems, Feintuch deduced that the Bass stable rank of a continuous nest algebra is infinite. And later,
Davidson and the first author [5] obtained a complete characterization of the general stable rank for
all nest algebras. They proved that the general stable rank of a continuous nest algebra is infinite(see
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Lemma 2.8), so of course, each stable rank under consideration is infinite. As for the Cantor nest, by
part (2) of Lemma 2.8, we can see gsr(T (Q)) = 2, so bsr(T (Q))  2 and csr(T (Q))  2. Using
Theorem 2.1 from [8], we have GL(T (Qn)) hence GLn(T (Q)) is connected for each positive integer n.
So csr(T (Q)) = gsr(T (Q)) = 2. But we have not been able to know what is the Bass stable rank of
T (Q).
From now on, we will be limited to considering nests of order type ω with finite rank atoms.
Lemma 3.1. Let N be a nest of order type ω with finite rank atoms. LetM be an infinite subnest with
atoms Ei. Let ΔM be the expectation onto the diagonalDof T (M); and letB= ΔM(T (N )). Then
(1) bsr(T (N )) = max{bsr(T (M)), bsr(B)},
(2) csr(T (N )) = max{csr(T (M)), csr(B)},
(3) GL(T (N )) is connected implies GL(T (M)) is connected.
Proof. Let J = kerΔM. Since D is a finite type I von Neumann algebra, tsr(D) = 1. And the group
of the invertible elements of a von Neumann algebra is connected, so we can conclude that bsr(D) =
csr(D) = 1 . Now J is also an ideal in T (N ) and T (N )/J  B. Both of these quotient maps split by
the natural identification ofD andB as subalgebras of T (M) and T (N ), respectively.
Hence bsr(J) = bsr(T (M)), csr(J) = csr(T (M)) by Remark 2.4. Since gsr(T (N )) = 1
(Lemma 2.8), we have gsr(B) = 1 which follows from Theorem 2.3. Then using Theorem 2.3
again, we obtain bsr(T (N )) = max{bsr(J), bsr(B)} = max{bsr(T (M)), bsr(B)}; csr(T (N )) =
max{csr(J), csr(B)} = max{csr(T (M)), csr(B)}.
Secondly, suppose GL(T (N )) is connected. Note that T (N ) is finite [5, Theorem 2.8], hence
GL01(T (N )) acts transitively on Lg1(T (N )). Hence by the proof of part (3) of Theorem 2.3, we can
deduce that GL01(J˜ ) acts transitively on Lg1(J˜ ). In addition, since csr(D) = 1, we have that GL01(D)
acts transitively on Lg1(D). By the proof of part (3) of Theorem 2.3 again, GL
0
1(T (M)) acts transitively
on Lg1(T (M)), hence GL(T (M)) is connected. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 is the following useful fact.
Corollary 3.2. Let N be a nest of order type ω with finite rank atoms, and letM be an infinite subnest of
N . Then bsr(T (M)) ≤ bsr(T (N )) and csr(T (M)) ≤ csr(T (N )).
Remark 3.3. For each nest N of order type ω with finite rank atoms, it can be viewed as an infinite
subnest of the standard nest P . Hence by the virtue of the above corollary, we can say the Bass (or
connected) stable rank of P is the “largest" in a certain sense. That is crucial!
Definition 3.4. Consider a nest N = {Ni,H : i ≥ 0} of order type ω and an infinite subnestM ={Nki ,H : i ≥ 0}. Say thatM has finite index in N if supi≥0 ki+1 − ki = l < ∞.
The definition is due to Davidson and the first author [5, Definition 3.4]. It can be used to reduce the
calculations of the right topological stable rank of nest algebras that are order type ω with finite rank
atoms to some special cases [5]. We hope it would also work well for the Bass (or connected) stable
rank.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that N = {Ni,H : i ≥ 0} is a nest of order type ω with finite rank atoms. LetM
be a subnest of finite index in N . Then
(1) bsr(T (M)) = bsr(T (N )),
(2) csr(T (M)) = csr(T (N )),
(3) GL(T (M)) is connected if and only if GL(T (N )) is connected.
Proof. Let Ei = Nki  Nki−1 for i ≥ 1 be the atoms ofM. Then we observe thatB = ΔM(T (N )) =⊕
i≥1 T (Ei ∩ N ). We claim that sr(B) = 1.
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Observe thatBmay be considered as having an l × l upper triangular form with finite type I von
Neumann algebras in the diagonal entries. The invertibles are dense in these diagonal entries, and
when the diagonal is invertible, so it is the whole operator. Hence we have tsr(B) = 1.
We next show that GL(B) is connected. Let T ∈ GL(B) with T = [tij], 1  i, j  l and tij = 0 for
i > j. As the diagonal of T is in a von Neumann subalgebra of B, we may assume that tii = I for all
1  i  l. Then it is not difficult to see that the straight line Tt = (1− t)T + tI is a path from T to I in
GL(B). Thus GL(B) is connected so that sr(B) = 1 by (f) of Remark 1.2.
Lastly, suppose GL(T (M)) is connected. Employing arguments similar to those used in the proof of
Lemma 3.1, we can deduce that GL01(J˜ ) acts transitively on Lg1(J˜ ), where J= kerΔM. Observe that
J is also an ideal of T (N ) such that the quotient map π of T (N ) onto T (N )/J is split, thus to prove
GL(T (N )) is connected it suffices to show that GL01(B) acts transitively on Lg1(B) according to the
proof of part (3) of Theorem 2.3. Since sr(B) = 1, it follows that GL01(B) acts transitively on Lg1(B).
Therefore, GL(T (N )) is connected.
Now the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Before proceeding we need the following proposition about the connection of the stable rank of a
matrix algebra Mn(A) with the stable rank of A. The Bass stable rank result is due to [20] while the
connected stable rank result is due to Rieffel [15] and independently to Nistor [13].
Proposition 3.6. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then
bsr(Mn(A)) =
⌈
bsr(A) − 1
n
⌉
+ 1, csr(Mn(A)) 
⌈
csr(A) − 1
n
⌉
+ 1,
where r denotes the least integer greater than or equal to a real number r.
Corollary 3.7. Let P be the standard nest. Then
(1) The only possible values of the Bass(connected) stable rank of T (P) are 1, 2, ∞.
(2) csr(T (P)) = 1 if and only if GL(T (P)) is connected .
Proof. For each positive integer n, since Pn is a subnest of P which has finite index n and T (Pn) 
Mn(T (P)), by Theorem 3.5 we obtain that csr(Mn(T (P))) = csr(T (P)). On the other hand, applying
Proposition 3.6, it follows that csr(Mn(T (P))) 
⌈
csr(T (P))−1
n
⌉
+ 1. Therefore it is not difficult to
deduce that the only possible values of the connected stable rank of T (P) are 1, 2, ∞. As for the Bass
stable rank, the arguments run parallel to that for the connected stable rank given above.
For (2), assume that csr(T (P)) = 1, it is clear that GL(T (P)) is connected.
Conversely, suppose that GL(T (P)) is connected, then according to Theorem 3.5, we have
GL(T (Pn)), that is, GLn(T (P)) is connected for each positive integer n. Since gsr(T (P)) = 1(Lemma
2.8), we can deduce that csr(T (P)) = 1. 
Remark 3.8. Maybe the most famous long-standing currently open problem for nest algebras is con-
nectedness of the invertibles question which is whether the group of invertible elements of a nest
algebra is connected in the norm topology. The deepest related results are due to Davidson, Orr, and
Pitts [7,8]. At last, they reduced the connectedness of the invertibles question for arbitrary nests to the
case of the standard nest P . The above corollary gives an equivalent description of the connectedness
of the invertibles question in terms of the connected stable rank of the standard nest algebra T (P).
Therefore, the ultimate calculation of csr(P) seems to be a more challenging problem.
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